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SUMMARY

The phenomenon of vapor ingestion during the draining of a scale-model, hemispherically bottomed cylindrical tank in a low-gravity environment was studied experimentally, and the experimental results are compared with previously obtained numerical results. It was observed that certain combinations of Weber and Bond number resulted in a draining-induced, axisymmetric slosh motion. The periods of the resulting slosh waves were correlated in terms of a draining parameter formed by the ratio (Weber number)/(Bond number plus one). Additionally, liquid residuals, defined as the quantity of liquid remaining in the tank at the time of vapor ingestion, were correlated with the draining parameter.

INTRODUCTION

As a part of a continuing study of the behavior of liquids in containers in a low-gravity environment, the NASA Lewis Research Center has been conducting experimental investigations of the vapor ingestion phenomenon that occurs during draining. The primary objective of these studies is to provide a basic understanding of the entire draining process, including both free-surface motion and vapor ingestion, and to use that understanding to establish criteria for effective and efficient draining of liquids in the low-gravity environment of space.

To date, the majority of the studies have concentrated on outflow in weightlessness from tanks of cylindrical cross section with either flat or hemispherical bottoms. The initial study (ref. 1) showed that the liquid-vapor interface was severely distorted during liquid outflow in zero gravity and that the magnitude of the distortion depended on outflow rate. The severe distortion manifested itself in correspondingly large liquid residuals at vapor ingestion. The same study demonstrated that pressurant-gas inlet baffles, as
well as outlet baffles in the liquid, were effective in reducing distortion during draining. Later, more detailed studies have examined the vapor ingestion phenomenon in zero gravity and in normal gravity for cylindrical tanks with either flat (ref. 2) or hemispherical (ref. 3) bottoms. In general, it was found that liquid residuals were a function of Froude number (ratio of inertia forces to gravity forces) in normal gravity and a function of Weber number (ratio of inertia forces to surface tension forces) in weightlessness. The results of normal-gravity simulations of low-gravity outflow in flat-bottomed tanks, including correlations of vapor ingestion height with Froude number, are presented in references 4 and 5. Reference 6 extends an analysis developed in reference 5 for vapor ingestion to include the effects of surface tension and concludes that vapor ingestion in weightlessness depends on the Weber number. In references 7 and 8, the problem of low-gravity draining from hemispherically bottomed tanks was studied numerically.

The results of an experimental study of the vapor ingestion phenomenon in hemispherically bottomed cylindrical tanks during outflow in a low-gravity environment are presented in this report. The quantity of liquid in the tank when vapor pullthrough occurred was correlated in terms of a draining parameter formed by a grouping of the Weber and Bond numbers (ratio of gravity forces to surface tension of the system). Experimental results are compared with the numerical results obtained in reference 8, and the phenomenon of draining-induced axisymmetric slosh is discussed. All tests were conducted in the Lewis Research Center's zero-gravity facility.

SYMBOLS

\[
\begin{align*}
a & \quad \text{radius of tank, cm} \\
B & \quad \text{Bond number, } \frac{\rho g a^2}{\sigma} \\
Fr & \quad \text{Froude number, } \frac{Q^2}{\pi^2 g a^5} \\
g & \quad \text{acceleration due to gravity, cm/sec}^2 \\
h_{cr} & \quad \text{critical height, cm} \\
h_{vi} & \quad \text{vapor ingestion height, cm} \\
Q & \quad \text{volumetric flow rate, cm}^3/\text{sec} \\
r_o & \quad \text{outlet or drain radius, cm} \\
t & \quad \text{nondimensional draining time, } \frac{Q \Omega}{\pi a^3} \\
\bar{t} & \quad \text{draining time, sec} \\
V & \quad \text{actual residual volume, cm}^3 \\
V_r & \quad \text{residual volume in terms of hemispherical-tank-bottom volume, } \frac{V}{\frac{2}{3} \pi a^3}
\end{align*}
\]
\[ W = \text{Weber number, } \rho Q^2/\pi^2 \sigma a^3 \]
\[ Z = \text{nondimensional interface height, } \bar{z}/a \]
\[ \bar{z} = \text{interface height, cm} \]
\[ \beta = \text{specific surface tension, } \text{cm}^3/\text{sec}^2 \]
\[ \lambda = \text{period of slosh wave, sec} \]
\[ \lambda_d = \text{nondimensional period of slosh wave, } \bar{\lambda}Q/\pi a^3 \]
\[ \lambda^* = \text{nondimensional period of slosh wave, } \lambda_d[(1 + B)/W]^{1/2} \]
\[ \mu = \text{viscosity, g/cm-sec} \]
\[ \rho = \text{liquid density, g/cm}^3 \]
\[ \sigma = \text{surface tension, g/sec}^2 \]

**APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE**

The zero-gravity facility and the experiment apparatus and procedure are described in detail in the appendix.

**Experiment Tank**

The experiment tank used in this study was a 2-centimeter-radius cylinder with a hemispherical bottom and an outlet line circular in cross section and located along the tank longitudinal axis at the bottom of the tank. Ratios of the outlet-line radius to the tank radius \( r_o/a \) were either 1/5 or 1/10. The tank was machined from cast acrylic plastic and polished to improve photographic quality. It was equipped with a pressurant-gas inlet baffle \( 1/2 \) tank radius in diameter and centered along the tank longitudinal axis \( 1/2 \) tank radius below the pressurant-gas inlet. The baffle was formed from a thin piece of stainless steel and was held in position by three small bolts. The purpose of the baffle was to prevent direct impingement of the pressurant gas onto the liquid-vapor interface during the draining process. The tank assembly is shown in figure 1.

**Test Liquid**

The liquid used in this investigation was trichlorotrifluoroethane. Properties of the test liquid pertinent to this study are given in table I. To improve the quality of the
photographic data, a trace amount of dye was added to the liquid. Previous tests have
determined that the addition of the dye has no measurable effect on the fluid properties.

DESCRIPTION OF VAPOR INGESTION PHENOMENON

As liquid is withdrawn from a container, a critical depth is reached at which the non-
uniform velocities generated across the tank cross section by flow through the outlet line
cause a depression to form in the liquid-vapor interface immediately above the outlet.
The surface distortion grows very rapidly with time until vapor is drawn into the outlet
line. The phenomenon is commonly called vapor ingestion or suction dip. Typically, the
body forces of gravity or system acceleration tend to retard the effect somewhat by keep­
ing the interface level. It is thus expected that vapor ingestion, although occurring in
normal gravity, will be more of a problem in a low- or zero-gravity environment, where
these retarding forces are either absent or small.

Previous studies conducted in the Lewis Research Center's drop-tower facility in­
vestigated vapor ingestion in hemispherically bottomed tanks in normal gravity and in
weightlessness. In those studies, it was observed that, in the cylindrical section during
normal-gravity draining (or draining in a high-Bond-number environment), the liquid-
vapor interface moved with a constant velocity until the incipience of vapor ingestion.
The interface shape far from the drain remained essentially flat, as shown in figure 2(a).
The displacement-time graph shows the position of the liquid-vapor interface during
draining and the rapid acceleration of the vapor into the outlet line at vapor ingestion.
The height of the interface at the time the dip formed was defined as the critical height
$h_{cr}$, and the height of the free surface away from the drain when vapor was ingested into
the outlet was defined as the vapor ingestion height $h_{vi}$. Previous investigators have
generally used the vapor ingestion height to correlate experiment data for normal-gravity
(or high Bond number) draining. Since the liquid-vapor interface would be nearly flat in
a high-Bond-number environment, the vapor ingestion height does permit a good estimate
to be made of the liquid residuals, that is, the liquid left in the tank when vapor was in­
gested into the tank outlet.

In a low- or zero-Bond-number environment, the draining behavior, although it re­tained
some elements of similarity to normal-gravity draining, had some differences as
well. Before the initiation of draining, the interface assumed a curved shape consistent
with the low Bond number and the liquid-to-solid contact angle.

If the outflow Weber number was high, the draining process simply withdrew liquid
from the center of the tank and the centerline interface velocity remained nearly constant
until the incipience of vapor ingestion, at which time the interface centerline accelerated
rapidly toward the outlet. Thus, the interface centerline behaved as it does in normal­
gravity draining in that it moved at constant velocity. Thus we can define the critical
height as it was defined for normal-gravity draining. This type of behavior was experimentally observed in all earlier studies conducted in the Lewis Research Center's drop-tower facility and is illustrated in figure 2(b). This type of behavior was also predicted to occur from the numerical computations carried out in reference 8, where it was called the draining or inertia regime.

On the other hand, if the outflow Weber number was very low, the interface initially distorted somewhat from its equilibrium configuration at the onset of draining. However, surface tension and gravitational forces (if present) were sufficient to cause the liquid-vapor interface contact point at the tank wall to release intermittently. This gave rise to a draining-induced axisymmetric slosh with relatively high-frequency, low-amplitude waves superimposed on the normal draining behavior. This regime is called the capillary regime in reference 8. In this regime the centerline interface velocity varied as shown in the displacement-time plot in figure 2(c). If the outflow Weber number was some moderate value, intermediate between the two extremes, the interface distorted significantly from its equilibrium configuration before release of the contact point at the tank wall. This distortion gave rise to low-frequency, high-amplitude waves superimposed on the draining behavior. This regime is called the transition regime in reference 8. In this regime the centerline interface velocity varied as shown in figure 2(d).

In a normal-gravity or high-Bond-number environment and in the inertia-dominated regime in a low-Bond-number environment, it is relatively simple to define a critical height as the height at which the centerline of the liquid-vapor interface deviates from constant-velocity draining. However, for the capillary-dominated and transition regimes, which exist during draining in a low-Bond-number environment, the cyclic excursions of the interface make it nearly impossible to apply this same definition of critical height accurately (figs. 2(c) and (d)).

The free-surface behavior during low-gravity draining is illustrated in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows selected frames taken from a motion picture of the draining of trichlorotrifluoroethane with a Bond number \( B \) of 5 and a Weber number \( W \) of 1.06. In this example, the initial filling level as measured in normal gravity was sufficiently high (3 tank radii) that, at the Weber and Bond numbers indicated, two draining-induced surface waves formed. These are clearly shown by the marked flattening of the free surface. This particular test was an example of draining in the transition regime. Figure 4 shows selected frames for the draining of trichlorotrifluoroethane with a Bond number of 5 and a Weber number of 68. Here the Weber number was high enough that the draining was inertia dominated, no surface waves formed, and the interface merely distorted. For the tests conducted in this study, draining was inertia dominated when \( W/(B + 1) \) exceeded approximately 1, and draining was transition dominated for \( 0.11 < W/(B + 1) < 1 \). Since 0.11 was the lowest value of the draining parameter that could be obtained, no capillary-dominated draining was observed.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

One of the primary objectives in conducting this experiment was to obtain data for comparison with the numerical results obtained by Bizzell and Crane and presented in reference 8. In reference 8, the numerical results are compared with limited, unpublished preliminary data from the Lewis zero-gravity facility. In this report, that comparison is expanded to include a broad range of final experimental results. Should the numerical and experimental results compare favorably, the correlations obtained in reference 8 could be confidently used to predict such effects as draining-induced, free-surface slosh and the magnitude of liquid residuals at vapor ingestion for large tanks and low drain rates, where experimental verification is impossible. To this end, low-gravity data were obtained experimentally, primarily at a Bond number of 5 at two fill levels (2 and 3 tank radii as measured in normal gravity) through two sizes of outlet line (ro/a of 1/5 and 1/10) over a range of outflow rates (i.e., \( 0.7 < W < 68 \)). The experiment data presented in this report are summarized in table II.

Comparison of Experimental Free-Surface Motion with Numerical Data

Experiment data for the movement of both the centerline of the liquid-vapor interface and the contact point of the liquid-vapor interface at the tank wall are compared with the numerical results of reference 8 in figure 5.

Similar plots are presented in reference 8, but the experiment data plotted were obtained from preliminary tests conducted at the Lewis zero-gravity facility. In the comparison presented herein, the interface location at the wall and the centerline positions during the experiment were very carefully corrected for optical refraction, and the experimental Weber number (1.06) was very close to the value actually used in the numerical computations (1.0) (however, the experimental value used in ref. 8 was 0.905). Furthermore, in the comparisons of experiment data with numerical results presented in reference 8, the experiment data were obtained by initiating outflow when the centerline of the free surface reached its low point in its first pass through its low-gravity equilibrium shape (for details, see ref. 3). For the comparisons made herein, the interface was permitted to undergo several oscillations about its low-gravity equilibrium shape before draining was begun. This procedure permitted much of the oscillatory motion of the liquid-vapor interface to be damped out, and a "more nearly" quiescent liquid-vapor interface was achieved.

In figure 5(a) (initial fill level, as measured in normal gravity, of 2 tank radii), the nondimensional interface heights \( \bar{z}/a \) of both the centerline and the wall contact point are plotted as a function of the nondimensional draining time. The numerical-case parameters were \( W = 1, B = 5, r_o/a = 1/30 \), and an initial fill level of 2 tank radii; the
test conditions were \( W = 1.06, B = 5, r_o/a = 1/10, \) and an initial fill level of 2 tank radii. Thus, the major difference between the experimental and numerical parameters was the ratio of outlet-line radius to tank radius which, from previous results (ref. 8), should not affect the free-surface behavior.

The position of the centerline as measured in the experiment agrees very well with the numerically computed position, even to predicting the occurrence of the start of free-surface slosh and its amplitude. As vapor ingestion becomes imminent, some slight divergence occurs between experiment and numerical data, with the numerical points predicting a more rapid motion of the free-surface centerline toward the outlet. Overall, however, the agreement of experiment and numerical computation was excellent in this case.

The position of the liquid-vapor interface contact point at the tank wall as measured in the experiment did not agree as well with the numerical computations. The initial location of the wall contact point was lower in the experiment than in the numerical results. The experiment wall contact point had a lower rate of descent throughout much of the draining period. However, the rate of descent for the experiment data was greater as vapor ingestion was approached.

In figure 5(b) (initial fill level of 3 tank radii), the nondimensional heights of both the centerline and the wall contact point are again plotted as a function of the nondimensional draining time. In this test, the agreement between the numerical predictions and observed experimental location of the centerline as a function of time was excellent. Both the start and the amplitude of each slosh wave were close to predicted values. However, as for the lower-initial-fill-level case, some divergence occurred between the computed points and the experiment data as the point of vapor ingestion approached.

Comparing the agreement between numerical and experimental results for the position of the wall contact point shows that agreement was better at the higher initial fill level. The rate of descent of the wall contact point throughout much of the draining period was lower in the experiment than in the numerical results. However, the change in the rate at which the wall contact point moved downward was evident experimentally, both after a slosh wave occurred and as vapor ingestion was approached.

From these comparisons, it was concluded that the numerical results of reference 8 accurately represent the dynamics of the low-gravity draining problem and can be used with confidence to predict free-surface motion during draining.

**Free-Surface Slosh**

For those tests in which the draining parameter \( W/(B + 1) \) was in the range 0.11 to 1, the free surface exhibited a draining-induced axisymmetric slosh in the transition region (table II). As draining began, the interface distorted and the vertical distance
between the centerline and the wall contact point increased. This was followed by a rapid descent of the wall contact point and a slowing of the centerline motion or rate of descent. This type of behavior is clearly shown in figure 5 (and in fig. 3).

It is suggested in reference 8 that the dimensionless periods of the draining-induced, free-surface oscillations in both the capillary-dominated and transition regimes were constant and that their value depended on the Bond number, provided the Weber number was less than or equal to 1. It was anticipated that if the Weber number was much greater than 1, the waves would be present but would not be discernible except for very high initial fill levels, since the draining times would be shorter than the period of the waves.

In reference 8, a predicted wave period \( \lambda_d = \lambda Q/\pi a^3 \) was plotted as a function of the square root of the draining parameter \( W/(B + 1) \). The resulting plots suggest that, if the period were replotted in terms of a sloshing time unit \( \lambda^* = \lambda_d[(1 + B)/W]^{1/2} \), \( \lambda^* \) would be constant for any Bond number. At a Bond number of 5, \( \lambda^* \) was 2.4.

In attempting to determine the periods of the slosh waves experimentally, it was necessary to have both a relatively low value of the draining parameter (i.e., \( W/(B + 1) < 1 \)) and a fairly high initial fill level (i.e., greater than 3 tank radii). This could only be achieved with rather long draining times, and thus it was only possible to obtain a single data point within these experiment constraints (test 15, table II). The single point was compared with the numerical predictions in figure 6, where \( \lambda_d \) is plotted as a function of the square root of the draining parameter. The excellent agreement tended to support the conclusions posed in reference 8, with \( \lambda^* \) again being 2.4. In all other tests where draining-induced axisymmetric slosh was obtained in the transition regime, the number of slosh cycles observed was insufficient to determine the period.

**Determination of Liquid Residuals**

For purposes of this study, the liquid residual is defined as the quantity of liquid remaining in the tank when vapor is initially ingested into the outlet line. Since the average outflow rate and the total draining time were known for each test, the quantity of liquid drained during a test could be calculated. Subtracting this quantity from the known initial volume contained in the tank determined the liquid residual.

The results of these calculations for each test are shown in figure 7 in nondimensional form as residual fractions \( V_r \) versus the draining parameter \( W/(B + 1) \). (The draining parameter was chosen primarily because previous experiment data (ref. 3) indicated that the liquid residuals tended to correlate with Weber number in weightlessness and with Froude number in normal gravity.) The draining parameter does reduce to Weber number in weightlessness (since \( B = 0 \)) and to Froude number in normal gravity (since \( B \geq 1 \) and \( W/B = Fr \)). The solid line in figure 7 was determined by fairing a
line through the numerical points from reference 8. The experiment points shown agree very well with the numerical results of reference 8. Further, it was anticipated that the outlet-line radius would not have any significant effect on the magnitude of liquid residuals except perhaps at very low Weber numbers, certainly much lower than those considered in this study. The data tend to support this contention since the experiment data (obtained for \( r_o/a \) of 0.1 and 0.2) are scattered about the line drawn through the computed points (obtained for \( r_o/a \) of 0.03 and 0.1).

On the other hand, initial fill level was expected to have a significant effect on liquid residuals in the draining- or inertia-dominated flow regime (i.e., for \( W >> 1 \)). In general, at any constant Weber number, residuals might be expected to increase with increasing initial fill level in the inertia-dominated regime since liquid is simply withdrawn from the centermost portion of the tank and the initial contact point of the liquid-vapor interface at the tank wall remains essentially fixed. Hence, higher initial fill levels would give rise to longer and thicker wall sheets and, thus, greater residuals. In reference 8, only a single numerically computed data point was presented for the conditions previously noted (\( B = 5; W >> 1; \) initial value of \( z/a, 3.0 \)). This data point could be compared with similar data for a lower initial fill level. That single data point, as well as two of the three experimental data points obtained for the same conditions (fig. 7), supported the contention that higher initial fill levels would result in greater liquid residuals in the inertia-dominated regime.

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

An experimental investigation of the vapor ingestion phenomenon in hemispherically bottomed cylindrical tanks was conducted in a low-gravity environment. Data were obtained for a 2-centimeter-radius tank with either a 0.2- or 0.4-centimeter-radius outlet at a gravity level of 0.015 g using trichlorotrifluoroethane and for two initial fill levels (2 and 3 tank radii as measured in normal gravity). The experiment data were compared with the numerical results of Bizzell and Crane. The following conclusions were drawn:

1. The numerical methods of Bizzell and Crane accurately predict the movement of the liquid-vapor interface at both the tank centerline and the wall contact point during draining.

2. Two of three draining regimes predicted by Bizzell and Crane were observed:
   (a) An inertia-dominated draining regime, which is characterized by high Weber numbers (or by \( W/(B + 1) > 1 \)), where \( B \) denotes Bond number and \( W \) denotes Weber number, and nearly constant-velocity draining as measured at the tank centerline.
(b) A transition regime between inertia-dominated draining and capillary-dominated draining characterized by a few slosh waves of relatively large amplitude on the free surface during draining: (For the range of initial liquid volumes considered in this study, one or two waves were observed.) Weber numbers in this regime were moderate. The regime exists for values of the draining parameter $W/(B + 1)$ between 0.11 (the smallest value obtained in this study) and 1.

(c) A capillary-dominated draining regime characterized by many slosh waves of small amplitude was predicted from the numerical results of Bizzell and Crane, but limitations in the available test time precluded its experimental observation in the present study.

3. The periods of the draining-induced slosh waves were predicted by Bizzell and Crane to be constant for a given Bond number when normalized to the sloshing time scale. The value of the constant at a Bond number of 5 was determined to be 2.4 from the experiment data. This was precisely the value predicted in the numerical study.

4. Liquid residuals were correlated in terms of the draining parameter $W/(B + 1)$. Residuals generally increased with Weber number in the transition regime and became nearly constant in the inertia-dominated draining regime.

5. Drain radius had no apparent effect on liquid residuals over the range of parameters included in this study.

6. Limited available data indicated that, at a constant value of the draining parameter, liquid residuals tended to increase with initial fill level in the inertia-dominated regime.

7. In general, the numerical predictions and correlations of Bizzell and Crane agreed very well with the experiment data obtained in this study and can thus be used to predict low-gravity draining behavior.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 4, 1978,
506-21.
APPENDIX - APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Test Facility

The experiment data for this study were obtained in the 5- to 10-second zero-gravity facility at the Lewis Research Center. A schematic diagram of this facility is shown in figure 8: A concrete-lined 8.5-meter-diameter (28-ft-diam) shaft extends 155 meters (510 ft) below ground level. A steel vacuum chamber 6.1 meters (20 ft) in diameter and 143 meters (470 ft) high is contained within the concrete shaft. The pressure in this vacuum chamber is reduced to \(13.3 \text{ N/m}^2\) \((1.3 \times 10^{-4} \text{ atm})\) by using the Center's wind tunnel exhaust system and an exhauster system in the facility.

The ground-level service building has, as its major elements, a shop area, a control room, and a clean room. The experiment vehicle is assembled, serviced, and balanced in the shop area. Tests are conducted from the control room (fig. 9), which contains the exhauster control system, the experiment-vehicle predrop checkout and control system, and the data retrieval system. Those components of the experiment that are in contact with the test fluid are cleaned and assembled in the facility's class-10000 clean room. The major elements of the clean room are an ultrasonic cleaning system (fig. 10) and a class-100 laminar-flow work station for preparing those experiments requiring more than normal cleanliness.

Mode of operation. - The zero-gravity facility can operate in two modes: One mode allows the experiment vehicle to free-fall from the top of the vacuum chamber and results in nominally 5 seconds of free-fall time. The second mode propels the experiment vehicle upward from the bottom of the vacuum chamber by means of a high-pressure pneumatic accelerator located on the vertical axis of the chamber. The total up-and-down trajectory of the experiment vehicle in the second mode results in nominally 10 seconds of free-fall time. The 5-second mode of operation was used for this experimental study.

In either mode of operation, the experiment vehicle falls freely; that is, no guide wires, electrical lines, etc., are connected to the vehicle. Therefore, the only force (aside from gravity) acting on the freely falling experiment vehicle is residual air drag. Since the shaft is evacuated to minimize the effect of air drag, the resultant equivalent gravitational environment acting on the experiment is estimated to be about \(10^{-5}\) g maximum.

Recovery system. - After the experiment vehicle has traversed the total length of the vacuum chamber, it is decelerated in a 3.6-meter-(12-ft-) diameter, 6.1-meter-(20-ft-) deep container that is located on the vertical axis of the chamber and filled with small pellets of expanded polystyrene. The deceleration rate (averaging 32 g's) is controlled by the flow of pellets through the area between the experiment vehicle and the wall.
of the deceleration container. The deceleration container is mounted on a cart that can be retracted so that the 10-second mode of operation can be used. In that mode, the cart is deployed after the experiment vehicle is propelled upward by the pneumatic accelerator. The deceleration container mounted on the cart is shown in figure 11.

Experiment Vehicle

The experiment vehicle used to obtain the data for this study is shown in figure 12. The overall vehicle height (exclusive of the support shaft) is 3.0 meters (9.85 ft) and the largest diameter is 1.06 meters (3.5 ft). The vehicle consists of a telemetry system in the aft fairing, an experiment package in the cylindrical midsection, and a thrust system in the conical base.

Telemetry system. - The on-board telemetry system that is used to record pressure data is a standard Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) FM/FM 2200-megahertz telemeter. It is used during a test drop to record as many as 18 channels of continuous data. The system has a maximum frequency of 2100 hertz. The telemetered data are recorded on two high-response recording oscillographs located in the control room.

Experiment package. - The experiment package, shown in figure 13, is a self-contained unit consisting of an experiment tank, a pressurizing and liquid flow system, a photographic and lighting system, a digital clock, and an electrical system to operate the various components. A pressurant-gas reservoir, the experiment tank, an orifice, a solenoid valve, a drag-body flowmeter, and a fluid collection tank are connected to form the liquid flow system. Indirect illumination of the experiment tank provides enough light that the behavior of the liquid-vapor interface during draining can be recorded with a high-speed, 16-millimeter motion-picture camera. A clock with a calibrated accuracy of 0.01 second is positioned within the camera's field of view to show the elapsed time during the drop. The electrical components in the experiment package are operated through a control box and receive their power from rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells. Differential pressure across a flow orifice is maintained by a pressure regulator during the outflow process and is continuously recorded by telemetry.

Thrust system. - The conical base of the experiment vehicle contains the cold-gas (nitrogen) system, which can produce thrusts of 13 to 130 newtons (2.92 to 29.2 lbf) for 5 seconds or longer. The acceleration was calculated from the calibrated thrust and the known package weight. For the package used in this study a maximum gravitational environment of 0.015 g could be obtained. Before the experiment vehicle was installed, the thrust system was calibrated on a static thrust calibration stand in the facility vacuum chamber. This calibration was conducted at pressure levels corresponding to test drop conditions. A null-balance, load-cell system was used to record the thrust-time history.
as a function of thrust-nozzle inlet pressure and nozzle size during each drop of the experiment package.

Test Procedure

The test container was cleaned ultrasonically before each test in the facility's clean room (fig. 10). The cleaning procedure consisted of ultrasonic immersion in a solution of detergent and water, rinsing with a solution of distilled water and methanol, and drying in a warm-air dryer.

The containers were then mounted in the experiment package, and liquid was added to fill the tank to the desired level. (Liquid fill levels of 2 or 3 tank radii, as measured in normal gravity, were used in this study.) The air reservoirs were pressurized, and a normal-gravity draining test was conducted to establish the desired flow rate. This normal-gravity test was recorded on film so that the liquid-vapor interface displacement as a function of time at the set accumulator pressure could be determined. From this test, the velocity of the interface (and hence the liquid outflow rate) was determined. It was assumed that, for a particular air reservoir pressure, the liquid flow rate in low gravity would be the same as that in normal gravity. Since the liquid head was negligible in comparison to the accumulator pressure, the assumption was justified. Additionally, the liquid flow rate was measured with a drag-body flowmeter both in normal and low gravity.

After all predrop functions were properly set, the experiment vehicle was positioned at the top of the vacuum chamber as shown in figure 14. It was suspended by the support shaft on a hinged-plate release mechanism. During vacuum chamber pumpdown and before vehicle release, the experiment-vehicle system was monitored through an umbilical cable that was remotely disconnected from the support shaft 0.5 second before vehicle release. The thrust system was activated 0.2 second before release to allow the thrust to reach steady-state conditions. The vehicle was released by pneumatically shearing a bolt that holds the hinged plate in the closed position. No measurable disturbances were imparted to the experiment by this release system.

During a drop, as much time as possible (determined by the flow rate and the initial fluid volume in the tank) was allowed before draining was begun so that the interface was as nearly quiescent as possible within the test constraints. At this time, draining was begun by opening a solenoid valve and was continued until vapor was ingested into the tank outlet. Electrical timers on the experiment vehicle were adjusted to control the start as well as the duration of draining. The experiment vehicle was balanced about its vertical axis to insure an accurate drop trajectory and to align the thrust with the vertical axis of the experiment tank. Accurate thrust alignment was essential for an axisymmetric, equilibrium liquid-vapor interface.
The total free-fall test time obtained in this mode is 5.16 seconds. Approximately 0.1 second before the experiment package enters the deceleration cart, the thrust system is shut down to avoid dispersing the deceleration material and the solenoid valve is closed to avoid excess pumping of pressurant gas into the collector tank. Throughout the test, the vehicles trajectory and deceleration are monitored on closed-circuit television. Following the test drop, the vacuum chamber is vented to the atmosphere and the experiment vehicle is returned to ground level (fig. 15).
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### TABLE I. - PROPERTIES OF TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact angle with cast acrylic plastic in air, deg</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension at 20° C, ( \sigma ), dynes/cm (or ( 10^{-5} ) N/m)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density at 20° C, ( \rho ), g/cm(^3)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 20° C, ( \mu ), g/cm(^3)-sec</td>
<td>( 0.7 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension, ( \beta ), cm(^3)/sec(^2)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. - SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT DATA FOR TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE

![Table II](image-url)
Figure 1. - Experiment tank assembly.
Figure 2. Vapor ingestion phenomenon.
(a) Normal gravity.  
(b) Start of draining in low gravity.  
(c) Interface flattens (first slosh wave forms).  
(d) Interface reforms.  
(e) Interface flattens (second slosh wave forms).  
(f) Vapor ingestion.

Figure 3. - Vapor ingestion in low gravity - transition regime (test 15, table II). Bond number, 5; Weber number, 1.06; initial fill level, 3 tank radii; test liquid, trichlorotrifluoroethane.
Figure 4. - Vapor ingestion in low gravity - inertia regime (test 2, table II). Bond number, 5; Weber number, 68; initial fill level, 2 tank radii; test liquid, trichlorotrifluoroethane.
Figure 5. - Experiment data and numerical predictions for free-surface motion.

(a) Test 16 (table 11).

(b) Test 15 (table 11).
Figure 6. - Experiment data and numerical prediction of surface slosh during draining.
Bond number, 5.

Figure 7. - Experiment data and numerical prediction of residuals in low-gravity draining.
Bond number, 5.
Figure 8. 5- to 10-Second zero-gravity facility.
Figure 9. - Control room.
Figure 10. - Clean room.

(a) Ultrasonic cleaning system.

(b) Laminar-flow work station.
Figure 11. - Deceleration system.

Figure 12. - Experiment vehicle.
Figure 13. - Experiment section details.
Figure 14. - Vehicle position before release.

Figure 15. - Experiment vehicle being returned to ground level.
An experimental investigation was conducted to study the phenomenon of vapor ingestion during the draining of a scale-model, hemispherically bottomed cylindrical tank in a low-gravity environment. Where possible, experimental results are compared with previously obtained numerical predictions. It was observed that certain combinations of Weber and Bond number resulted in draining-induced axisymmetric slosh motion. The periods of the slosh waves were correlated with the square root of the draining parameter, the ratio (Weber number)/(Bond number plus one), as was the quantity of liquid remaining in the tank when vapor was ingested into the outlet line.
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